
be Importance of People

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

THE INSIDE OF
Marie's head closely
resembled that of a
five-year-old on the /
night before Christ- L , x
mas. "Visions of 0
sugar plums" were /
no sweeter than her
dreams of new hats, \
theatre tickets, per- (
fumes and perma-/ /
nent waves. The "
minor difference "'-/c
was that "Santa" for Visions
Marie, was a formal
decision to increase teachers' salaries. She
fingered her new salary check lovingly
and tried to decide which pretty luxury

she'd buy first.
/ ../ The grin on Joe's face

was something fine to see.
Now, at long last, he and

~I, 7 his girl could get married.
A new life was opening up
for him. The little matter
of the figures on a check
was making all the differ-

Joe ence.
Miss Watson smiled in

quiet satisfaction. Now she could begin
putting something aside, so she needn't
worry so much about what would happen
to her mother if there were an emergency
which cut off their income. And she felt
better about her own future, too. The
thought of an impoverished old age had
often concerned her.

Bertha and Alice were celebrating over
a steak dinner, served with soft music and
candle light. The topic of conversation
was not hard to guess.

Bertha started in. "What are you going
to do with your new wealth, Alice? I've
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spent mine ten times over in my mind."
Alice took a moment before answering.

"You know," she said, "it really isn't so
much the money, as how it makes you
feel that makes the difference."

"Sure," agreed Bertha. "We aren't really
getting so much if you figure the cash dif-
ference, what with the rise in the cost of
living and all, but it helps get you out of
that awful pinched feeling. Even though
it's a little, it helps make it possible for
us to live more like human beings should,
with a chance to pay back debts we've
accumulated while getting our training,
and provide some security for the future.
In a limited way, it gives us a bit of fun
and a spot of luxury now and then. All
those little things make a big difference."

Celebrating

Alice nodded her head, but evidently
there was something more on her mind.
"Yes," she said, "I agree with all you've
said, but I think there's something more
to it. I'm not sure how to say it without
sounding prudish and goody-goody, but
I think you'll understand. It's not so much
the cash, as what the raise has to say about
what the public thinks of us and expects
of us. I think the raise means we have
to see our responsibility more dearly,
and. .. "
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"I know," Bertha interrupted, "when we
felt we were badly underpaid, we believed
nobody cared enough to do anything
about it, so it was easy for us to get into a
habit of thinking teaching wasn't very im-
portant. Everyone seemed satisfied if we
just 'kept school',--kept youngsters in rea-
sonable control and taught them a few
'fundamentals'. Now when the public has
said, 'You're really worth more, and said
it with dollars and cents, it makes us stop
to see if we really are worth the salary
increase. Is that what you mean?"

"Yes. And it scares me a bit. This salary
increase is a sort of a test case. If we are
truly professionally competent people,
we're worth even more than the raise gives
us. If we prove our competence now, we

may get more, even-
tually. But if we bog
down into the 'keeping
school' attitude, what
reason have we to sup-
pose that the raise will
be permanent, or, for
that matter, have we any
right to ask that it be
permanent? "

Bertha stirred her cof-
fee thoughtfully. "Don't
you think that just the
matter of feeling more

"It scares me" secure will go a long
way toward making us

better teachers? I mean that if Marie
doesn't have to be bitter about wearing
last season's hat, if Joe is happily married,
and Miss Watson isn't so worried all the
time, they'll be more poised and adjusted
and, therefore, better people to live with
vounesters and teach them."

"Sure. That's a good start," Alice
agreed, "but I don't think it's enough.
I believe we have to do some hard think-
ing about what it means to be professionally
competent. Maybe it means something a
good deal bigger than we've realized. The
first thing that comes to mind is how
we operate in our classrooms. I guess all
of us could do better if we tried. We
could be more creative and experimental;
we could think more clearly about impli-
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cations of everything we do. But that's
just a beginning. We must realize our re-
sponsibility, as members of a professional
group,-to cooperate in programs of cur-
riculum development, for example."

Bertha groaned.
"You mean we have
to present bright,
cheerful faces when
committee meetings
are called? You mean ' 3
you expect us to shout
for joy when the
principal gives birth "More meetings!"
to a new idea about
more faculty meetings? Now you're get-
ting beyond my depth!"

Alice smiled. "I know what you mean.
I've been as annoyed as anybody about
meetings. I've considered them as nasty
chores, sort of dark evils thought up by
unfeeling, vengeful 'superiors'. But that's
just my point. If we're competent pro-
fessional people, we're going to have to
work for better programs in our schools.
The only way to tackle the job-the only
sound way that is,--is on a cooperative
basis. Being-vooperative means getting to-
gether. I don't know how to get together
without having meetings. But, and this is
important, I don't think meetings should
be 'thought up' by principals and super-
visors alone. We ought to get in on the
planning. It isn't all the fault of the 'pow-
ers that be' that we haven't been in on
things from the beginning. We've been
offered lots of chances we haven't taken.
And it's no wonder we don't like meet-
ings when we've had nothing to do with
setting them up or deciding what to do
with them. But, don't you see, its our own
fault. Now we've got to be in there pitch-
ing. I'm not suggesting that we sweetly
submit to a lot of boring sessions that
don't make sense to us. Our job, now,
is to organize ourselves for curriculum
planning."

Obviously Bertha, was not fired with
enthusiasm for the idea, but she gave
grudging assent. "I suppose you're right."
she said slowly, "I'm not as pleased with
the thought as you seem to be, but I'm
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willing to give it a try. But while we're
on this matter of being professionally
competent, let me throw in another idea.
I think professional competence goes be-
yond teaching and program planning for
a school. It means being up on a lot of
things that have to do with our profes-
sion. For example, I think a lot of us were
horribly naive, about asking for increases
in salary. We didn't know anything about
tax levies and assessments and all that. We
seemed to think that if we just yelled loud
enough, the money would be forthcom-
ing. I'm afraid that in some places teach-
ers lost the confidence of the public be-
cause they were so ill informed on these
matters."

"You're right," Alice agreed. "And to
continue opening up areas, why not get
into our responsibility for our profes-
sional organizations? A lot of us pay dues
and gripe, but maybe its our business to
get in and do something. And another
matter, how about our responsibility for
national issues in education-military
training, federal aid to education, nutri-
tion programs and the like? Don't we
have a job to do there, too?"

Bertha looked
impressed, and a
little frightened.
"Golly," she ex-
claimed. "My
sights are going
up. Maybe we
should see our
professional re-
sponsibility as
international, as
well as national,
community,
school-wide and
in the class-
room. This busi-
ness is beginning
to scare me.
If this is what a Looking up
raise in salary
means, we'd better get busy. Maybe the
first job is to help every teacher raise his
sights. That means meetings, I suppose."
She made a face, but plunged bravely on.
"Meetings, and other things, too. Why,
there's lots of work to do. Come on, Alice,
what are we waiting for? Things are look-
ing up,-salaries and sights."
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tervals to disrupt what you are do-
ing."

Availability of Materials, Supplies and
Library Facilities:

"We were all pleased with the wealth
of the material available in all areas
of study."

"Being able to get help where you
most needed it. Splendid reference
materials and suggestions for names
and addresses of places to send for
additional materials."

Opportunities to Follow Varied Inter-
ests:
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"Schedule was diversified enough to
meet needs and wishes of the group
in attendance."

"Opportunity to browse and note prog-
ress of areas in which we did not
have time to participate but could ask
questions and glean ideas that could
in turn be developed at some future
time."

Relaxed Lunch Time Social Hour:
"For pure pleasure nothing equalled
the community singing."

"The social hour at lunch time was a
relaxing friendly get-together of the
entire workshop group."
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